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Cuzco Quechua has a number of enclitics which interact with information structure. This paper
studies the interaction of the exclusive and additive enclitics with evidential focus enclitics.
Prosody does not play a major role in the marking of information structure in Quechua
(O’Rourke 2005; van Rijswijk and Muntendam 2014), which instead relies on the use of enclitics and word order. Most prominently in the literature have featured evidential enclitics, which
have been assumed to have a second function of marking focus (Cusihuaman 2001; Weber
1986; Muysken 1995; Faller 2002; Sánchez 2010; Tellings 2014). For example, in (1) and (2),
the best possible grounds evidential =mi (allomorph -n) (Faller 2002) appears on the constituent
that provides the answer to a wh-question, as well as on the wh-phrase itself.1
(1)

A: Pi=n
ka-nki-chis.
who=BPG be-2- PL
‘Who are you?’

B: Mariano Phuturi-q
wawa-n=mi ka-yku.
Mariano Phuturi-GEN child-3= BPG be-1. EXCL
‘We are Mariano Phuturi’s sons.’ (Espinoza 1997: 16)

(2)

[Question under discussion: Where are your parents?]
Mama-y=qa qheswa-ta=n
ri-n; tayta-y=taq
chakra-ta.
mother-1= TOP valley-ACC = BPG go-3; father-1= CONTR field-ACC
‘My mother went to the valley; my father to the field.
(Cusihuaman 2001: 240)

In addition to evidentials, there are enclitics which correspond to focus-sensitive particles
or adverbs in other languages. (3a, b) illustrate the exclusive =lla and the additive =pas.
(3)

a. Domingu-lla descanso ka-q.
Sunday-EXCL rest
be-AG
‘Only Sundays were rest.’ (Espinoza 1997: 38)
b. Inka=pas ayllu-pi
tiya-ra-n-ku ari
inca=ADD community-LOC sit-PST-3- PL yes
‘The Incas, too, lived in a community, yes.’ (Espinoza 1997: 60)

Focus-sensitive particles operate on a set of alternatives to their associate, which for the
Cuzco Quechua exclusive and additive enclitics is determined structurally, namely as the constituent (or a subconstituent) they attach to (Tellings 2014). The exclusive =lla requires its
associate to be the only individual that has the relevant property, whereas the additive =pas requires there to be at least one alternative that has the property in addition to its associate. Note
that no additional focus marking is necessary.
Evidentials are not obligatory, but when present, one might expect them to attach to the same
constituent as an exclusive or additive enclitic in sentences with a single focus constituent. This
is indeed the case with the exclusive, as shown in (4).
(4)

Llaqta-y-pe=qa
away puskay oficio=qa warmi-lla-paq=mi
ka-ra=n
village-1- LOC = TOP weave spin job=TOP woman-EXCL - DAT = BPG be-PST-3
‘In my village, the job of weaving and spinning was only for women.’ (Valderrama and
Escalante 1982: 56)
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The data come from published sources augmented with data elicited by the author with speakers of Cuzco
Quechua. Abbreviations used in glosses: 1, 2, 3: first, second, third person, ACC: accusative, ADD: additive,
AG : agentive, BPG : best possible grounds, CONTR : contrastive, DAT : dative, EXCL : exclusive, GEN : genitive, INF:
infinitive, LOC: locative, PL: plural, PST: past, TOP: topic.
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However, an evidential never occurs on the same constituent as the additive. Attaching =mi
after =pas on the subject constituent in (5B), for example, would be ungrammatical.
(5)

[Question under discussion: Who speaks Aymara?]
A: Noqa=n yacha-ni
aymara rima-y-ta=qa.
I=ADD know-1= BPG Aymara speak-INF - ACC = TOP
‘I can speak Aymara.’
B: Noqa=pis yacha-ni=n aymara rima-y-ta=qa.
I=ADD know-1= BPG Aymara speak-INF - ACC = TOP
‘I, too, can speak Aymara.’

(elicited)

(Cusihuaman 2001: 95)

In the given context for (5B) only the subject’s denotation is new information. Why then
does =mi appear on the verb? Muysken (1995) and Sánchez (2010) have noted that the default
position for evidentials is the first constituent, and that in this position they do not necessarily
mark focus. I suggest that the =mi in (5B) is in fact such a non-focussing use, but that it has
been “bumped” onto the next constituent due the first constituent being the focus. (The reverse
order of =mi and =pas is also possible.) That =mi cannot be used as a focus marker in (5B)
will then have to be explained as an incompatibility with the additive =pas.
The main question for this paper then is what causes this incompatibility of the focus use
of an evidential and the additive. Additives are standardly analyzed as presupposing that there
exists an alternative to the focus constituent that makes the sentence true (König 1991), for
(5B), this is speaker A. From a discourse perspective, additives can be thought of as marking
that the current QUD has already been partially answered (Beaver and Clark 2008: 74). Given
that evidentials are compatible with focus constituents that contain the exclusive =lla, which
marks its associate as the complete answer, I hypothesize that this is the relevant property.
In particular, I propose that when used as a focus marker, an evidential marks the focus
constituent as an exhaustive/complete answer as far as the speaker’s evidence goes. Muysken
(1995) uses it-clefts to translate the examples he provides to illustrate the focus-function of =mi.
While it=clefts are not always appropriate translations, including for (5A), this nevertheless
lends support to the idea that the evidential focus markers are exhaustive.
Further evidence in support of this hypothesis is the observation that the additive can attach
to contrastive topics, as shown in (6), a variant of (2). The semantic effect of an additive with
contrasitve topics is to lift the requirement that their foci be distinct (Krifka 1999; Büring 2016).
(6)

[Question under discussion: Where are your parents?]
Mama-y=qa chakra-ta=n
ri-n; tayta-y=pas chakra-ta ri-n.
mother-1= TOP field-ACC = BPG go-3; father-1= ADD field-ACC go-3
‘My mother went to the field; my father also went to the field.

(elicited)

In contrast, evidentials cannot combine with contrastive topics, even when =pas is absent.
As shown in (2), non-additive contrastive topics are marked with the dedicated contrastive enclitic =taq; adding =mi to it would result in ungrammaticality. This can also be explained
by assuming that the evidential focus enclitics require their associate to constitute a complete
answer to the QUD, whereas contrastive topics imply partiality (Constant 2014; Büring 2016).
Similar incompatibilities between focus markers and additives have been described for other
languages. For example, the additives of Ngamo and Bura cannot associate with focus-marked
subjects. Grubic and Zimmermann (2011) and Hartmann and Zimmermann (2008) argue respectively that this is due to the Ngamo focus marker presupposing maximiality, and the Bura
additive associating with contrastive topics rather than focus. Thus, the discussion of the Cuzco
Quechua data contributes to a better understanding of a wider cross-linguistic pattern.
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